Shine top ls-102 wiring diagram

Even if you are experienced in working with household electricity, the disclaimer at the top of
this web page contains important notes about the information in this document, so please read
it if you have not already done so. This document only provides general ideas and descriptions
to consider. It is not intended to serve as repair instructions or specific advice. This web page
describes repairs made to a ceiling fan with a pull-chain speed control switch. A common
problem with these switches is that the pull chain can break off inside the switch. Unfortunately,
there are many types of fan switches and it is very difficult to find the right replacement.
However, it may be possible to use a different type of replacement switch with modified wiring.
Ceiling fans with pull chains typically include a speed control switch, a direction switch, and a
capacitor. Unfortunately, there is no agreement among manufacturers about how to configure
these components. The switches come in more than half a dozen configurations. The capacitors
come in even more variations, including different numbers of wires, different wire colors, and
different capacitance values. Ceiling fan capacitors may have 2 to 5 wires. Capacitor examples.
The information in this document is based on my experience fixing a ceiling fan with a 3-speed
plus off switch and a 5-wire capacitor. However, I have also included some information on how
to apply these concepts to the general case, so this information may be helpful even if you have
a different type of capacitor or switch. This document is intended to be read as a whole. So,
even if you are using a different type of fan, please read all the sections because they will help
you understand how to figure out your particular ceiling fan. This section describes the
operation of a ceiling fan, based on a couple web sites I read. A typical ceiling fan motor
contains two coils. One or both coils may be connected to capacitors. The speed is varied by
changing the capacitance in series with one of the coils. There are several ways that ceiling fan
capacitors can be configured. There are two keys to keep in mind. First, increasing the
capacitance in series with the coil will typically increase the fan speed. In this regard, note that
a short direct wire, no capacitor is like an infinite capacitor for AC power only, not DC. The
second key is that you can increase capacitance by putting capacitors in parallel. Capacitors in
parallel add. Here is the solution I used for my particular fan. The basic concepts are probably
similar for other fans. I determined what the internals of the capacitor are. A fan capacitor with
more than two wires will probably contain multiple capacitors in one block. The diagram below
shows the actual values that I measured. Remember that a capacitor can hold charge even
when it is disconnected from the power. Therefore it is necessary to discharge the capacitor
carefully before touching the wiring. I did this by connecting all the leads. I do not know whether
or not this is the best way to do it. After discharging the capacitor, it may be wise to check with
a volt meter to make sure no charge remains between any pair of leads. Note that any stored
voltage present in the disconnected capacitor would be DC, not AC. It was packaged under the
name Harbor Breeze with the item number It was the only kind they had at the store. The switch
has two decks. Electrically, the two decks are not connected with each other. The switch has
four positions. In any one position, it connects two adjacent contacts. So, for example, it starts
by connecting L and 1 on the top deck and, separately, L and 1 on the middle deck. On the next
pull it connects 1 and 2, then 2 and 3, then 3 and L, and finally back to L and 1. The diagram
below shows the sequence of switch positions. The switch advances to the next position when
you pull the chain. The top and middle decks rotate together but are not connected electrically.
Note: The switch photo is in false color to make the writing legible. This diagram applies only to
this particular switch. Other switch models may have different connection patterns. In the lower
hub of the ceiling fan where the capacitor and switches are located, several wires come down
from higher in the fan. For the speed switch and capacitor, the important wires are the black and
red ones. Also a gray wire comes from the fan direction switch. The black wire is apparently hot
as usual in household wiring. It branches into the speed switch. The gray wire seems to supply
power to one of the motor windings. I am not sure what the red wire does. I think it goes to the
other motor winding. The red wire from the fan was connected directly to the red wire on the
capacitor, so I left it that way. The goal is to put a capacitor in series between the black and gray
wires. Basically this arrangement puts the input power through a capacitor and then into one of
the motor windings. Varying the value of the capacitance changes the speed. For high speed, a
capacitor is not used. On high, the gray wire connects directly to the hot wire. This is essentially
an infinite capacitance. The diagram below shows where the wires go on the switch. NC stands
for no connection. Different switch patters will require different wiring. The black wires on the
diagram are connected to the black wire that comes down from higher in the fan. The black wire
from the fan originally branched into two, but it was necessary to add a third to work with this
switch. The other wires go to the capacitor. One of the gray capacitor wires goes into the speed
switch. The other gray capacitor wire twists together with the gray wire coming from the
direction switch. The red capacitor wire twists together with the red wire that comes down from
higher in the ceiling fan. After completing the repair, I noticed than when switching from

medium speed to high speed there is sometimes a slight audible "pop" suggesting sparking
inside the switch. I do not know if the original switch did this. I am not sure of the cause but
there are several possibilities. I do not know if it is hazardous. However, we have been using the
fans all summer and there have not been any problems. Consider the logic behind this wiring.
The following table describes what happens in each switch position. Before disconnecting any
wires, make sure you write down what the original connections are. Write down exactly where
each wire goes. You may want to take a large number of digital photos as well. However, it can
be tricky to capture all the details. Taking close-ups in medium light will generally lead to a very
small depth of field. A flash can cast sharp shadows that obscure details. Even in a good
picture it may be very difficult to read labels engraved or stamped on plastic parts. Therefore,
photography should only be a supplement to a hand-drawn diagram. By far the easiest way to
fix a fan is to find an exact replacement switch. You may want to try to contact the
manufacturer. Also there are many fan parts sellers online. If you cannot get a replacement, or
would rather just try to use whatever switch you can find at a local store, the following
information may be helpful. First of all, if you know the pattern of your original switch it will help
greatly. If you know which contacts the switch connects in each speed position, then you can
determine by inspection which wires get connected for each speed setting. Then it is just a
matter of finding a way to wire your new switch to replicate those connection patterns. For
example, if you know that blue and black connect to make high and orange and black connect
to make medium just for example , then you would try to find a way to wire your new switch to
make those same connections when you pull the chain. This can be done by drawing a diagram
and experimenting on paper. Draw the switch and write wire color names next to each contact in
a way that makes sense. Approach it logically. Then verify your design by looking at your
diagram and thinking about which wires the switch will connect in each position. By position, I
mean the switch state for each pull of the chain. If you do not know the pattern of the original
switch and cannot find any information on it, you might consider disassembling the switch after
removing it from the fan, obviously to see if you can determine the contact pattern. If you
cannot determine the pattern of your original switch or are unsuccessful working from the
original pattern, a more in-depth approach is required. You need to determine what the wires
coming out of the fan mean. In my fan, several wires hang down from higher up in the fan.
These include black, red, white, yellow, and pink. Please remember, these color explanations
are only an example of one model of fan. Your fan may have different color wires. Or, even if the
wires are the same color on your fan, they may mean different things. What I am describing here
is just the logical process I followed for determining what these wires are. I examined these
connections along with the operating concepts behind a ceiling fan. I found that the black wire
is apparently hot as usual , and the white is neutral as usual. The black wire branches into the
speed switch. The white wire goes to the middle left of the direction switch. The yellow and pink
wires go to the direction switch too. On the top of the direction switch, the yellow is on the right
side of the switch and the pink is on the left. On the bottom of the direction switch they are
reversed yellow on left, pink on right. In the middle of the direction switch, the white wire comes
into the left side and a gray wire is on the right side. I concluded that the yellow and pink wires
are the two ends of one of the motor coils. By flipping the order of the yellow and pink wires by
moving the direction switch , the rotation direction of the ceiling fan is reversed. Since white
neutral is on the left, the gray wire on the right seems to be the wire through which power is
supplied to the motor winding. I think it may go to the other motor winding. In my fan, it
originally connected directly to the capacitor and not the speed switch, so I left this connection
as it was. At this point, please note that the wire colors in your fan may be different. Information
I have read on the Web suggests that there is no standard among manufacturers. The above
information about wire colors is not intended to apply directly to any particular fan. Rather, this
information is to show you the logic of how to figure out your fan. Most likely a capacitor needs
to be in series between the incoming power and the motor winding. In the case of my fan, as
described in the previous paragraph, this means connecting a capacitor in series between the
black and gray wires. The speed switch will also be involved of course, since it will determine
which capacitor s are connected between the black and gray wires. You also need to know the
internal configuration of your capacitor, since ceiling fan capacitors often contain multiple
capacitors in one package. If you do not know the internal configuration of your capacitor, you
could make measurements to discover it. Important: Remember when working with capacitors
that they can store a charge even when not connected to anything. Thus you could get shocked
even if the circuit breaker is off. Discharge the capacitor safely and verify that it is discharged
using a volt meter perhaps before touching the leads with your hands. With regard to measuring
residual voltage on a disconnected capacitor, note that it would be DC. Since fan capacitors
may actually contain multiple individual capacitors in one unit, be aware there could potentially

be voltage between any two wires until you discharge it. The approach I took was to measure
the capacitance between each possible pair of wires and then draw a diagram. There are many
ways to measure capacitance. By far the easiest is to use a capacitance meter. If you cannot
find the internal configuration of your capacitor, another approach would be to consider
obtaining a new capacitor whose internals you do know. Once you know the internals of your
capacitor block, you need to figure out a switch wiring that will create the desired combinations
of capacitors. As an example, let me explain how I created a switch wiring for my fan. For
convenience, here is the switch wiring diagram again:. I started by assuming the switch to be in
the position that connects L and 1. Other switches may connect different combinations. I
started by bringing black hot into contact L on the middle deck. So, I put green from the
capacitor into contact 1 in the middle deck. Remember that the gray wires from the capacitor
are connected internally to the other end of the capacitors that are on the green, brown, and red
wires see capacitor internals diagram above. Also, one of the gray wires from the capacitor
goes to the gray wire from the direction switch, and from there to the motor. The next position is
, which I wanted to be medium. For medium, I knew I needed more capacitance. I needed black
to connect with this in switch position , so I added another black on contact 2 on the middle
deck. At the same time, I wanted black and brown connected on the top deck so that I would
have the two capacitors in parallel. So I put brown in contact 1 and black in contact 2 on the top
deck. Now when the switch is in position , black connects to green and brown simultaneously.
The next position is , which I wanted to be high speed. So I put the other gray wire from the
capacitor into contact 3 on the top deck. Now when the switch is in position , the black and gray
wires connect on the top deck and there is no connection on the bottom deck. Finally, I checked
to make sure the remaining position, 3-L, resulted in off. Note that I had to put the gray wire in
contact 3 on top because even though the middle deck has black on 2 as well, it also has black
on L, which would make position 3-L another high, rather than off. This is just an example of the
logical approach required to develop a suitable switch wiring once you know the pattern of your
switch and the internals of your capacitor. Note that all this experimentation with wire positions
is done on paper, not with the actual wires. Doing it on paper is much faster, easier, and safer.
Verify your wiring choices on paper before making any connections. To check your wiring on
paper, carefully trace out what the circuit will be for each switch position. Remember that
capacitors can hold charge even when disconnected from other wiring. Be sure to carefully
discharge the capacitor before touching the wires with your hands. I appreciate feedback,
comments, corrections, and questions. I especially like to know when my work is useful to
people. However, please know that I cannot provide simple "this color wire goes here"
responses to your questions about your particular fan. My e-mail address is provided below.
Comments and questions are welcome. This is to reduce spam. Introduction Even if you are
experienced in working with household electricity, the disclaimer at the top of this web page
contains important notes about the information in this document, so please read it if you have
not already done so. Capacitor examples The information in this document is based on my
experience fixing a ceiling fan with a 3-speed plus off switch and a 5-wire capacitor. The specific
fan I worked on is an old Hunter type G model made around Basic operating concept This
section describes the operation of a ceiling fan, based on a couple web sites I read. Solution for
Hunter type G model Here is the solution I used for my particular fan. This diagram is for one
particular switch and fan. Do not use it directly. Hot black connects directly to motor gray ;
remember that both gray wires on the capacitor are connected together inside the capacitor.
Switch Compatibility. Wiring Instructions. The capacitor usually has 2 wires on one end: 2
blacks, 2 grays, or 2 yellows. Zing Ear ZEs6 3-speed fan switch can be used to replace ZEs5 and
ZEsT 4-speed fan switch ; however, the ceiling fan will no longer support 4 speeds as ZEs6
supports 3 speeds only. If the switch does not provide 3 speeds then it could be either a wrong
replacement part or wired incorrectly. To make sure that you wired the switch properly, refer to
the old switch and wire the new switch accordingly. Would you please tell me what is the part
number on the old switch? Please provide us with the following information: â€” The make and
model number of the old switch â€” What is the sequence of the terminal number on the back of
the old switch clockwise or counterclockwise direction â€” To what terminal number was the
black wire attached on the old switch. What color wires go into which number. I have 1, 2, 3, L.
Wire colors are green, purple, black and gray. Jack Dunnam: When I replaced this part in a
Hunter fan this evening, I used 1: gray, 2: brown, 3: turquoise, 4: black. Please refer to our
compatibility guide to learn more about Zing Ear ZEs6 switch. Does 1 really mean L? There is no
4. I did not carefully write down the colors of the wires and their positionsâ€¦. I am really
struggling. Thanks, -Paul. I have no idea which wire goes where or witch port is L 1 2 or 3 being
as zingear does not mark their switch. Can you help me? It appears that when each wire is
inserted into the portal, the wire must somehow be anchored to the metal pieces that go around

the switch, but it is unclear exactly how that is accomplished. When I tried, the wires kept falling
out of the portal hole. The wire should be attached when inserted into the portal on the side of
the switch. Twist each wire and push to insert into each portal as in the previous switch. Make
sure that each wire has been securely attached simply by pulling it out gently if it does not
come out then it is secure. You mentioned the wires should be inserted on the side of the
switch. The previous switch had openings on the side to insert the wires. The recommended
replacement switch does not. Do these now go through the holes? If yes where is the
recommended contact? If no what is the next step? In the instructions manual that comes with
the switch it shows how to insert the wires into the switch. The wires must be inserted into the
terminals on the side of the switch not the holes on the surface. A few directions that are not
shown with the part. The wire you are trying to insert has to be stiff. To get it stiff tin the wire.
Take a solder tool and resin core solder, acid core will not work. Then with your wire twisted
and the solder hot ,dip the wire into the puddle on the solder tool. Do it until the wire it looks all
shiney and cool to the touch. The wire should be stiff enough not to fray anymore. Now on to
the switch. Holding the switch color side facing you theres 3 or 4 holes. Each hole is small but it
important to push the wire into the left of the small hole until it grabs. Theres is a small clip
inside you cannot see easily. When your stiff wire gets connected to the clip it will be locked in
place. Push to the left of the small hole, Same applies to rest of the wire. I know this advice is
over 2 years but I wrote it for myself as well as others, Its best to buy switches with the wires
co0mming with the switch. I am trying to replace the 3 speed fan switch for my in-laws. They
say it is a Casell sp? Thank you. I need a switch that will turn on one light on first chain pull, 2
lights upon second pull and then all 3 lights upon third chain pull, then all lights off on fourth
chain pull. Which Zing Ear switch number will this be? Please provide us with the wire colors
and how they are attached to the terminals on the old switch. I did not cut them from the old
plug and have twisted them tight but am unable to get them in. Is there a trick or certain way to
put them in? My switch is a ZEs6. After connecting the wires back to the new switch and the
turning the power on, only the Off and Low speed works. What am I doing wrong? Medium and
Fast does not work. Please help. Do the wires from a welltec E go into the same numbered holes
on the ZE s6 where line is black, 1 is gray, 2 is brown, and 3 is green? This is for a Hunter. Also
do the wires connect thru the side or the top of the zing? I purchased a 3-speed 4-wire fan
switch model number ZEs6 and I am trying to figure out where to insert the color wires. My fan
has four speeds off, slow, medium and fast. The current wiring for the old switch are as follows:
L orange wire, 2 purple wire, 3 black wire, and 1 yellow wire. I connected the wires to the new
zing ear model number ZEs6 as follows: L orange wire, 2 purple wire, 3 black wire, and 1 yellow
wire. When I turned the power back on and turned the fan on, it only has two speeds that
worked Off and Fast. What is the sequence of the terminal numbers on the back of the old
switch clockwise or counterclockwise? Thank you for the response â€” The sequence of the
terminal numbers on the old switch are as follows when reading them counterclockwise: L with
Black wire in 3. I ordered model number ZEs2 and connected the wires as follows:
L-Orange,1-Yellow, 2-Purple, and 3-Black when I turned the power back on the fan speeds
worked perfectly. Thank you for your help. I am confused. I am trying to replace a Shine Top E
Light switch that only has 2 wires. This is for a Hunter Fan. Twisted them and tried multiple
times. Any suggestions? Greetings: I cannot get the wires out of the old switch. What am I
missing?! Replacing with Zig Ear 3 way switch. Black, white, purple and orange are theories
colors. The slide switch on the housing just reverses direction. Switch was gone and wires were
taped. There is no name or numbers on the fan. I have yellow, purple, blue, black. Not sure as to
where they go. Any help would be appreciated. Perfect replacement for a Well Tec switch in an
older Hunter 3-speed fan. Installation instructions on this site are spot on. The fan is
Casablanca model I ordered a Zing Ear ZE â€” s6. Is this correct and should I put the wires back
where they originally were? They are used only to simplify the identification of the proper
replacement parts. None of the companies or trademarks affiliated with, endorse or sponsor us
or our products. Contact us Cart Checkout Menu. Notes: Before rewiring any ceiling fan. Turn
off electrical current at source by turning off circuit breakers Failure to disconnect power to the
ceiling fan may cause electrical shock, fire hazard, serious injury, or death Do not cut wires,
multi-strand wires are solid and soldered together so they can be attached to the switch Steps:
Write down the color of each wire and the portal number to which they are attached on the
switch. Remove wires from existing fan switch. Wires should be inserted into the slots on side
of the switch not the holes on surface. Thank you Reply. I have the same problem what do I do I
have the same problem what do I do Reply. I have 4 wires black yellow orange purple what wire
goes into which number on switch Reply. Did you figure it out? I have the same problem Reply.
Thanks, -Paul Reply. Make sure that each wire has been securely attached simply by pulling it
out gently if it does not come out then it is secure Reply. Hi, Zing Ear ZEs6 has 4 openings on

the side as well. What are you doing with the Jim clipd Reply. Diagram for Securely inserting
wires to slots on sides? I know this advice is over 2 years but I wrote it for myself as well as
others, Its best to buy switches with the wires co0mming with the switch Reply. I have a zes II
switch. What color wires go where. The chain on the switch came out how do I turn it to put it
back in. Hi dear switch gurus, Will this switch work with Emerson CF series? Thanks Reply. Are
you trying to insert the wires into the holes on the surface or the side of the switch? Hello, I
purchased a 3-speed 4-wire fan switch model number ZEs6 and I am trying to figure out where
to insert the color wires. Any suggestion on what colors should go into which number? Hello
Munzer, What is the sequence of the terminal numbers on the back of the old switch clockwise
or counterclockwise? Same here. Did you cut the wires off the old switch? Correction: Wire
colors: black, white, yellow and orange Reply. Kenwood Radio Wiring Diagram â€” wiring
diagram is a simplified suitable pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the capacity and signal links amid the
devices. A wiring diagram usually gives assistance practically the relative perspective and
understanding of devices and terminals upon the devices, to support in building or servicing
the device. A pictorial diagram would bill more detail of the inborn appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to play up interconnections higher than physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make positive that
every the friends have been made and that whatever is present. Architectural wiring diagrams
take steps the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and
unshakable electrical services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown
approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring
diagrams use adequate symbols for wiring devices, usually alternating from those used upon
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not by yourself performance where something is to
be installed, but then what type of device is beast installed. For example, a surface ceiling fresh
is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling blithe has a every other symbol, and a surface
fluorescent fresh has choice symbol. Each type of switch has a oscillate metaphor and
therefore do the various outlets. There are symbols that acquit yourself the location of smoke
detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the
electrical inspection authority to assume relationship of the habitat to the public electrical
supply system. Wiring diagrams will as a consequence improve panel schedules for circuit
breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as flame alarm or closed
circuit television or other special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Shine top Ls Wiring Diagram
â€” wiring diagram is a simplified tolerable pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It
shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the capacity and signal
connections in the midst of the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives instruction about the
relative slope and covenant of devices and terminals on the devices, to incite in building or
servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would play in more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to bring out interconnections higher
than innate appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create
positive that all the friends have been made and that all is present. Architectural wiring
diagrams function the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and
enduring electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown
approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring
diagrams use tolerable symbols for wiring devices, usually swap from those used upon
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not deserted play a part where something is to be
installed, but with what type of device is innate installed. For example, a surface ceiling
vivacious is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling buoyant has a alternative symbol, and a

surface fluorescent blithe has unusual symbol. Each type of switch has a every second
metaphor and thus pull off the various outlets. There are symbols that achievement the location
of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be
required by the electrical inspection authority to implement link of the habitat to the public
electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will also count panel schedules for circuit breaker
panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as blaze alarm or closed circuit
television or additional special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Tech Tip: Removing wires
from your old pull chain Ceiling Fan Speed Switch : 1 Turn power to your fan off at circuit
breaker or fusebox so you don't risk electrocution while repairing your fan. Multi-strand wires
are twisted and soldered together to make them "solid" so they stay in the switch. Casa Blanca
fans record your own color-positions. Westinghouse fans record your own color-positions.
Re-Assemble fan. If your prayers have been answered and you have done everything right :
Your fan should now work properly. There are three electrically different varieties of three speed
fan switches using five to seven wires in eight wire-holes: Only one variety can be identified by
the physical appearance. The other two varieties must be tested electrically or physically torn
apart to determine which
1995 ford ranger owners manual
xlr microphone wiring diagram
roper lawn mower
you need. ZES6 replaces pull chain speed switch in many private label store brand ceiling fans
made by Crest Fan. RVSS-6 replaces all slide ceiling fan direction reversing switches having
two, three, or six wires. Flourescent light dimmers use pulse-width modulation with electronic
ballasts different than the Triac dimmers listed here. ZE upgrade lights to multi-level lighting
one bulb or different bulb or all light bulbs. ZE "light switch" replaces ceiling fan 3-speed
switches when original switch has three wires not 4 wire-holes. Zing Ear ZE -?? LR many
variations exist: see PH; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; PH fits , , , , , , , , , E is a number found on many Sun-Lite
switches; need complete description to identify which switch you need. E Wu Pin is not a
specific part number! E Jin You or Santa is an incomplete information! Zing Ear E is not a
specific Part Number! KTE is not a specific Part Number! ShineTop LS is incomplete number;
need location of black wire and order of numbers to identify.

